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Chapter 470 

The Hamilt family of Jonesville was the city’s largest antique dealer with family assets 

exceeding 100 billion. Yadris had learned about antiques from his grandfather since he was a kid. 

He had traveled around the world in the past 20 and more years, honing his extraordinary appraisal 

skills. He had been in the business for six years and had never made a mistake. 

However, the main source of the Hamilt family’s wealth was not just from discovering and trading 

antiques. They also profited substantially from the treasures brought by tomb-raiding families. These 

treasures came in large quantities and at reasonable prices. 

The name ‘Professor Bradley’ was at the front of their list of clients. The man was about to retire soon, 

and his descendants were expected to inherit the business. Therefore, building a good relationship with 

Bradley’s family was crucial. 

Nico grinned. “Sure thing, Yadris. Let’s be good friends from now on!” 

His grandfather had just told him about Yadris’ background. He was the eldest son of a second- tier 

family in Jonesville and was a rising star in the world of antiques. In just six years, he had earned nearly 

1.5 billion dollars using his skill to find valuable antiques. 

 be friends with such a young 

 polished manners and upbringing, Bradley could not help but consider giving Nico another beating. 

However, he knew that it was not Nico’s fault. Yadris had grown up in a big family with interactions with 

 away with his family. The knowledge he passed down to his descendants was mostly about evading the 

public’s 

 Grand Hotel. How about having dinner together?” Yadris smiled and looked at the 

 the inside. His grandfather’s largest deal was worth two billion, which he managed to 

 substantial profits through a few lucky finds. This four-billion deal 

 your grandfather tell you about our rules?” 

 then remembered that Bradley was from the Tomb Whisperer Lineage, which had rules against dining 

and drinking with buyers. 

 I was being presumptuous,” Yadris quickly apologized. 

 discuss this 

 to them 

 approached them and stopped them. “Hold 

Even though they had bribed him, their secretive and furtive behavior aroused his suspicions. A 

thousand dollars was not enough for him to lose his comfortable job. 



Everyone paused and looked at the guard. Even Finn felt a bit anxious at that moment. 

Yadris remained calm and asked, “Do you know who I am?” 

The guard snorted. “Who? Let’s hear it!” 

“Call your manager and ask them who Yadris Hamilt is,” Yadris replied. 

With that, he led the group into his van. His two bodyguards closed the car door and stood outside with 

their hands behind their backs. 

The security guard froze on the spot. After hesitating for a moment, he took out his phone and dialed 

the manager’s number. 

“Yadris Hamilt? He’s the majority shareholder of the Dynasty Grand Hotel. Didn’t your leader tell you 

this?” 

 


